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ABSTRACT

Using a coupled Earth climate model, freshwater forcing experiments are performed to study the Bjerknes

compensation (BJC) between meridional atmosphere heat transport (AHT) and meridional ocean heat

transport (OHT). Freshwater hosing in the North Atlantic weakens the Atlantic meridional overturning

circulation (AMOC) and thus reduces the northward OHT in the Atlantic significantly, leading to a cooling

(warming) in the surface layer in the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere. This results in an enhanced Hadley

cell and northward AHT. Meanwhile, the OHT in the Indo-Pacific is increased in response to the Hadley cell

change, partially offsetting the reduced OHT in the Atlantic. Two compensations occur here: compensation

between theAHT and theAtlantic OHT, and that between the Indo-PacificOHT and theAtlantic OHT. The

AHT change undercompensates the OHT change by about 60% in the extratropics, while the former over-

compensates the latter by about 30% in the tropics due to the Indo-Pacific change. The BJC can be un-

derstood from the viewpoint of large-scale circulation change. However, the intrinsic mechanism of BJC is

related to the climate feedback of the Earth system. The authors’ coupledmodel experiments confirm that the

occurrence of BJC is an intrinsic requirement of local energy balance, and local climate feedback determines

the extent of BJC, consistent with previous theoretical results. Even during the transient period of climate

change, the BJC is well established when the ocean heat storage is slowly varying and its change is much

weaker than the net local heat flux change at the ocean surface. The BJC can be deduced from the local

climate feedback. Under the freshwater forcing, the overcompensation in the tropics is mainly caused by the

positive longwave feedback related to clouds, and the undercompensation in the extratropics is due to the

negative longwave feedback related to surface temperature change. Different dominant feedbacks determine

different BJC scenarios in different regions, which are in essence constrained by local energy balance.

1. Introduction

Meridional heat transports (MHTs) in the atmo-

sphere and ocean are critical for maintaining energy

balance of Earth’s climate system. The combined at-

mosphere and ocean heat transports have a peak value

of about 5.5 PW (1PW 5 1015W) at 358N/S (Trenberth

and Caron 2001). The ocean heat transport (OHT)

dominates in the deep tropics while the atmosphere heat

transport (AHT) dominates poleward of 308N/8S (Held

2001; Wunsch 2005; Czaja and Marshall 2006). This

mean structure is well recognized. However, the MHT

change receives the most attention. There is a so-called

Bjerknes compensation (BJC) in the Earth heat trans-

port, stating that changes in OHT and AHT should

perfectly compensate each other (Bjerknes 1964) if one

neglects changes in the net radiation forcing at the top of

the atmosphere (TOA) and the ocean heat storage as

well as possible energetic inconsistencies introduced

in models.
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TheBJC is important since it may play a critical role in

maintaining the overall stability of the Earth climate

system. It has been studied extensively in recent years,

using a large variety of models (e.g., North 1984; Langen

and Alexeev 2007; Rose and Ferreira 2013; Liu et al.

2016; Shaffrey and Sutton 2006; Cheng et al. 2007; van

der Swaluw et al. 2007; Kang et al. 2008, 2009; Vellinga

andWu 2008; Yang et al. 2013; Seo et al. 2014; Yang and

Dai 2015). The BJC can occur in internal climate vari-

ability (e.g., Shaffrey and Sutton 2006) and in climate

responses to external forcing (e.g., Vellinga and Wu

2008; Rose and Ferreira 2013; Yang and Dai 2015).

However, the compensation structure and mechanisms

in these studies can be different. The BJC can be perfect

either in high latitudes (Shaffrey and Sutton 2006;

Cheng et al. 2007) or near the equator (Vellinga andWu

2008). In the latter scenario, the compensation structure

can be different among different models. In Vellinga

andWu (2008), the compensation is very efficient at low

latitudes and nearly complete at the equator. The max-

imumAHT change occurs right on the equator while the

maximum OHT change occurs near 208N. In Zhang and

Delworth (2005) the maximum AHT change occurs

around 158–208N. In Cheng et al. (2007), the compen-

sation is good from the low latitudes to 408N. The maxi-

mum changes in AHT and OHT occur around 208–308N.

The BJC behaviors are substantially different in different

studies. Large controversies remain with regard to the

fundamental mechanism of BJC.

Recent theoretical studies of Liu et al. (2016) andYang

et al. (2016b) have revealed that the local climate feed-

back between the net TOA heat flux and surface tem-

perature determines the BJC. The BJC rate is defined as

the ratio of anomalous AHT (DFa) to anomalous OHT

(DFo) [CR [ (DFa/DFo)], which is found to depend only

on the local climate feedback (B) [CR ;2(1/12B)]. The

overcompensation (jCRj. 1), perfect compensation

(jCRj5 1), or undercompensation (jCRj. 1) of the AHT

to the OHT is due to a positive feedback (B. 0), zero

feedback (B5 0), or negative feedback (B, 0), re-

spectively. The different BJC behaviors in various mod-

eling studies can be attributed to different climate

feedbacks. The theoretical studies revealed the funda-

mental mechanism of BJC and provided a unified ex-

planation on the BJC behaviors in different studies. Liu

et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2016b) further concluded

that it is the global energy conservation that determines

whether the BJC occurs or not, while how the BJC occurs

is determined by the local climate feedback.

This work is a part of our series of studies on BJC in

the Earth climate system (Yang and Dai 2015; Dai et al.

2017; Yang et al. 2016b; Zhao et al. 2016). Using a

coupled Earth system model, we have investigated the

intrinsic mechanism of BJC through a set of wind-

perturbation experiments (Dai et al. 2017) and con-

cluded that the energy constraint indeed determines the

occurrence of the BJC, and the local climate feedback

determines how the BJC occurs, regardless of different

climate responses in different wind perturbation situa-

tions. This is consistent with the theoretical studies of

Liu et al. (2016) andYang et al. (2016b). In this work, we

further investigate the BJC and the roles of energy

conservation and climate feedback through freshwater

perturbation experiments. Freshwater hosing in the

North Atlantic weakens the Atlantic meridional over-

turning circulation (AMOC) and thus reduces the

northward OHT in the Atlantic significantly, leading

to a cooling (warming) in surface layer in the Northern

(Southern) Hemisphere. These changes are robust and

consistent among different climate models (e.g., Zhang

and Delworth 2005; Shaffrey and Sutton 2006; Cheng

et al. 2007; Vellinga and Wu 2008). Two compensations

are found here: compensation between the AHT and the

Atlantic OHT, and compensation between the Indo-

Pacific OHT and Atlantic OHT. The AHT change

compensates the OHT change very well (about 60%) in

the extratropics, while the former overcompensates the

latter by about 30% in the tropics due to the Indo-Pacific

change. Freshwater experiments also confirm that the

occurrence of BJC is an intrinsic requirement of local

energy balance, and local climate feedback determines

the extent of BJC. We further disclose that even during

the transient period of climate change, the BJC can be

well established if the ocean heat storage is slowly varying

and its change is much weaker than the net local heat flux

change at the ocean surface. The BJC rate can be de-

duced from local climate feedback. Different from pre-

vious studies, we emphasize that the BJC at a given

latitude is determined by the climate feedbacks of nearby

regions, rather than by the heat budget at the latitude.

This paper is organized as follows. An introduction to

themodel and experiments is given in section 2. Transient

and equilibrium responses to the freshwater perturbation

in a coupled model are analyzed in section 3. The BJC,

energy balance, and climate feedbacks in regional boxes

are examined in detail in section 4. A summary and dis-

cussion are given in section 5. Detailed information about

the radiation flux at the TOA, clouds, and cloud radiation

forcing are presented in the appendix.

2. Model and experiments

The model used in this study is same as that used in

Dai et al. (2017), that is, the Community Earth System

Model (CESM) version 1.0 of the National Center for

Atmospheric Research (NCAR). Here we simply repeat
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the model description as in Dai et al. (2017). CESM is a

fully coupled global climate model that provides state-

of-the-art simulations of the Earth’s past, present, and

future climate states (http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/). CESM1.0

consists of five components and one coupler: the Com-

munityAtmosphereModel (CAM5; Park et al. 2014), the

Community Land Model (CLM4; Lawrence et al. 2012),

the Los Alamos Sea Ice Model (CICE4; Hunke and

Lipscomb 2010), the Parallel Ocean Program (POP2;

Smith et al. 2010), the Community Ice Sheet Model

(Glimmer-CISM), and the CESM Coupler (CPL7).

CESM1.0 has been widely used and validated by re-

searchers in the community (http://journals.ametsoc.org/

page/CCSM4/CESM1).

The model grid employed in this study is T31_gx3v7.

The CAM5 has 26 vertical levels, with the finite vol-

ume nominally 3.758 3 3.758 in the horizontal. It is

essentially a new atmospheric model with more realistic

formulations of radiation, boundary layer, and aerosols

(Meehl et al. 2013; Neale et al. 2013). The general fea-

tures of the model formulation were given by Neale

et al. (2010) and Park et al. (2014). The CLM4 has the

same horizontal resolution as the CAM5. The POP2

uses the grid gx3v7, which has 60 vertical levels and a

uniform 3.68 spacing in the zonal direction. In the me-

ridional direction, the grid is nonuniformly spaced: it is

0.68 near the equator, gradually increasing to the maxi-

mum 3.48 at 358N/S and then decreasing poleward. The

model physics is described in details in Danabasoglu

et al. (2012). The CICE4 has the same horizontal grid as

the POP2. No flux adjustments are used in CESM1.0.

Experiments analyzed in this study include a 2700-yr

control run (CTRL) and two 1200-yr freshwater pertur-

bation runs. The CTRL starts from the rest with standard

configurations (http://www.cesm.ucar.edu/experiments/

cesm1.0/). The model climate as a whole reaches quasi-

equilibrium after 1000 years of integration (Yang et al.

2015a). The freshwater perturbation experiments start

from year 1500 of CTRL, in which 0.1-Sv (experiment

FW01) and 1.0-Sv (experiment FW10) freshwater

amounts (1 Sv 5 106m3 s21) are hosed uniformly into

the North Atlantic basin (508–708N, 708W–158E) for

400 years (Fig. 1), respectively. This freshwater is con-

verted to freshwater flux and included in the surface level

of salinity equation of the ocean model. After the 400-yr

integration, the freshwater hosing is ceased suddenly, and

the experiments continue to integrate for 800 years. Dur-

ing the water hosing stage, FW01 and FW10 reach quasi-

equilibrium after 400-yr integration. During the ceased

water hosing stage, the two experiments reach quasi-

equilibrium after 600-yr integration. Two equilibrium

stages are defined for later analysis (Fig. 2): stage I is from

year 200 to year 400, representing the equilibrium stage for

the freshwater forcing, during which the AMOC remains

in a nearly shut-down state (Fig. 5); stage II is from year

1000 to year 1200, representing the equilibrium stage after

theAMOC recovers to the normal level of CTRL (Fig. 5).

The equilibrium responses in stage I are obtained by

subtracting mean states in the CTRL. The equilibrium

responses in stage II are obtained by subtracting the mean

states in stage I. Since the climate responses in FW10 are

very similar to those in FW01, in the following sections

only the results from FW01 are discussed in details. In

general, the AMOC is reduced by 80% in stage I in re-

sponse to the freshwater hosing in the North Atlantic

basin, and it then takes about 500 years to recover to the

normal state after ceasing the freshwater hosing (Fig. 5).

3. Transient and equilibrium responses

a. Energy balance at the TOA

The net radiation flux at the TOA reaches quasi-

equilibrium during stages I and II (Fig. 2a). The changes

in the net downward shortwave radiation (SW) and the

net outgoing longwave radiation (LW) at the TOA are

in phase at most latitudes. In other words, a decrease

(increase) in the downward SW can be roughly com-

pensated by a decrease (increase) in the upward LW,

leaving a trivial change in the net radiation flux at the

TOA. The equilibrium changes in SW and LW at the

TOA in FW01 are less than 5% of their corresponding

total values (5 PW) (Fig. 2b). At most latitudes, the in-

phase changes between SW and LW are nearly perfect

(Fig. 2b), leaving the net radiation flux roughly

FIG. 1. Schematic plot showing the freshwater forcing used in

FW01: (a) the freshwater hosing persists for 400 yr and is then stopped

for the 800-yr integration thereafter, and (b) 0.1-Sv freshwater is

uniformly injected into the North Atlantic basin (508–708N).
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unchanged, particularly in stage II. The reasons for the

SW and LW changes in different latitudes and stages in

FW01 are discussed in detail in the appendix. In general,

the compensation change between SW and LW leads

to a small change in the net radiation flux at the TOA,

even during the transient stage of freshwater forcing

(Fig. 2a), suggesting that Earth’s climate as a whole

tends to be steady under freshwater perturbation and

the global energy conservation is well satisfied.

b. Changes in global oceans

The equilibrium responses in sea surface salinity (SSS),

temperature (SST), and density (SSD) of FW01 are shown

in Fig. 3. In stage I, it is straightforward that the North

Atlantic surface freshening (Fig. 3a) is mainly due to the

freshwater hosing at the high latitudes. The cessation of

the salinity advection from the tropics also contributes to

the surface freshening at the midlatitudes (Timmermann

andGoosse 2004; Yang et al. 2016a). The shutdown of the

AMOC results in a significant weakening (about 40%) of

northward heat transport, causing a significant dipole

change in the upper-ocean temperature in the Atlantic,

with strong surface cooling in the north and weak warm-

ing in the south (Fig. 3b).A similar SST response occurs in

the Pacific and Indian Oceans through atmospheric tele-

connection. It is also seen that the SSS change dominates

the SSD change (Fig. 3c), and thus the AMOC change. In

fact, these changes in response to the freshwater hosing in

the North Atlantic have been well recognized in many

studies (e.g., Manabe and Stouffer 1995; Zhang and

Delworth 2005; Stouffer et al. 2006, 2007; Cheng et al.

2007; Wu et al. 2007; Chang et al. 2008; Vellinga and Wu

2008; Laurian et al. 2009; Yang et al. 2013).

In stage II, the changes in SSS, SST, and SSD

(Figs. 3d–f) are nearly perfectly opposite to those in

stage I, suggesting that Earth’s climate could be re-

covered under the freshwater perturbation. The re-

sidual changes, defined as the difference between stage

II of FW01 and CTRL, are very small (Figs. 3g–i). The

0.1-Sv freshwater hosed for 400 years is uniformly dis-

tributed and causes about 1-psu salinity reduction over

the global ocean (Fig. 3g). The surface ocean is also

uniformly cooled by about 18C, except that in the

Southern Ocean where a stronger cooling occurs

(Fig. 3h). This cooling is due to sea ice positive feed-

back in the Southern Hemisphere (SH) (Fig. 3e). The

ultimate SSD is barely affected (Fig. 3i). The position

of the intertropical convergence zone (ITCZ) is illus-

trated in Figs. 3b and 3e. The ITCZ shift in FW01 is not

obvious, which may be due to the coarse resolution of

the atmosphere model (about 3.758). Detailed reports

of residual changes in other climate variables will be

presented in other papers, as we want to focus on the

understanding of MHT changes in FW01 and the

mechanisms for the energy compensation.

The global ocean temperature has a weak drift in re-

sponse to freshwater hosing. Although the SST has a

cooling shift (Fig. 3h), the total global ocean tempera-

ture rises by about 0.38C in stage I of FW01 and main-

tains about a 0.18Cwarming in stage II (Fig. 4a). In stage

I, the ocean warming is manifested in the subsurface

near 200–2000m (Fig. 4b) and is particularly clear in the

Atlantic (Fig. 4c). The maximum subsurface warming

can be above 18C at 1000-m depth in the middle-to-high

latitudes of the North Atlantic. The subsurface warming

in the Pacific is much smaller than that in the Atlantic

(Fig. 4d). After we stop applying the freshwater hosing,

FIG. 2. (a) Temporal change of the globally integrated net ra-

diation flux (black), net downward shortwave (SW, blue), and net

outgoing longwave (LW, red) at the top of atmosphere (TOA) in

FW01. The mean values from the control experiment (CTRL) are

subtracted. The curves are smoothed with an 11-yr running mean.

Stage I spans over years 200–400, representing the equilibrium

stage in response to freshwater hosing. Stage II spans over years

1000–1200, representing an equilibrium stage after the freshwater

hosing is ceased. (b) The equilibrium changes of the TOA radi-

ation flux in stage I (dashed curves) and stage II (solid curves) of

FW01. In stage I, the mean values from the CTRL are subtracted.

In stage II, the mean values from stage I are removed. The radi-

ation flux has been converted to radiation heat transport by

multiplying the surface area of each latitude band, for better

comparison with other figures. Positive values represent net

downward flux change, namely, a positive LW (SW) change rep-

resents a decrease (increase) in the outgoing LW (downward

SW). Units: PW (1 PW 5 1015W).
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the ocean temperature changes in the opposite direction

(Fig. 4a) and finally the subsurface warming is almost

damped in stage II, leaving only some warming in the

Southern Ocean (Figs. 4e–g). The subsurface warming

in stage I (cooling in stage II), which is opposite to the

SST change in the Northern Hemisphere (NH), is the

result of a baroclinic response of ocean thermal struc-

ture to the surface freshwater forcing and has been in-

vestigated comprehensively in previous studies (e.g.,

Manabe and Stouffer 1995; Zhang and Delworth 2005;

Stouffer et al. 2007; Chang et al. 2008). The important

information we get here is that the ocean heat storage is

evolving slowly even after the ocean circulation reaches

equilibrium (Fig. 5a). The ocean heat storage increase in

stage I nearly disappears in stage II, but a significant

warm temperature anomaly still remains below the

surface in the Southern Ocean (Fig. 4e). The ocean heat

storage change matters here because it affects the me-

ridional OHT and thus the BJC. We will explore the

validity of the BJC in stage II in the next section.

c. Overturning circulations

The global atmospheric and oceanic overturning cir-

culations change significantly during the freshwater

hosing stage and then recover to the mean state of the

CTRL after the freshwater hosing stops (Fig. 5a). In

stage I, the AMOC is weakened by nearly 80%. The

northern branches of the Indo-Pacific subtropical cell

(STC) and the atmospheric Hadley cell (HC) are en-

hanced by about 20%, while their southern branches are

weakened by 15%. In stage II, the global atmospheric

and oceanic overturning circulations recover toward

the CTRL. The STC and HC reach quasi-equilibrium in

200 years. The AMOC overshoots its quasi-equilibrium

FIG. 3. Equilibrium responses in (a),(d) sea surface salinity (SSS; psu), (b),(e) sea surface temperature (SST; 8C), and (c),(f) sea surface

density (SSD; kgm23) in (top) stage I and (middle) stage II of FW01. (g)–(i) The sum of the upper panels, representing the overall effect of

400-yr freshwater hosing on the global ocean. As defined in Fig. 2, stage I spans over years 200–400, representing the equilibrium stage in

response to freshwater hosing, and the mean values from the CTRL are subtracted. Stage II spans over years 1000–1200, representing an

equilibrium stage after the freshwater hosing is ceased, and the mean values from stage I are removed. The green, black, and red dots

represent the ITCZ location in CTRL and stages I and II of FW01, respectively, which is defined as the location of the maximum

convergence of surface winds near the equator.
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state by about 20%during its recovery period and settles

after about 400 years.

The evolutions of overturning circulations show in-

phase changes between the HC and STC, and out-of-

phase (in phase) changes between theAMOCandHC in

the NH (in the SH) (Fig. 5a). Note that the curves in

Fig. 5a are normalized by their mean values in CTRL, so

that the relative changes are clearly demonstrated.

These relative changes in the atmosphere and ocean

circulations can be understood as follows. During stage I

of FW01, the weakening of AMOC (Fig. 5c) leads to

surface cooling (warming) in the NH (SH) (Fig. 3b),

which consequently forces a southward shift of the as-

cending branch of tropical atmosphere circulation. Un-

der this background change, the HC in the boreal winter

is enhanced due to the enhanced ascending atmosphere

circulation in the SH tropics. The HC in the boreal

summer is weakened because the enhanced ascending in

the SH tropics counteracts the atmospheric descending

at the same latitudes. Therefore, the annual-mean HC is

strengthened in the NH and weakened in the SH

(Fig. 5b), showing out-of-phase (in phase) change with

that of AMOC in the NH (SH). The wind-driven Indo-

Pacific STC changes accordingly in response to the HC

change (Fig. 5d). The northern (southern) branch of

STC is strengthened (weakened), showing a strong

coupling with the HC (Liu 1994; Zhang et al. 2010; Held

2001). During the stage of ceased freshwater hosing, the

abovementioned processes are reversed.

d. Meridional heat transport

The structure of climatological MHT is well known

and shown in (Fig. 6a). In the freshwater experiments,

significant changes occur in both AHT and OHT

(Fig. 6b). The peak change in AHT occurs at the equa-

tor, while that in OHT occurs at the NH midlatitudes

during stages I and II (Fig. 6b). The latter is attributed to

the OHT change in the Atlantic (Fig. 6d). The com-

pensation changes in OHT and AHT occur at almost all

latitudes and in both stages of FW01 (Fig. 6b). In the

tropics (308S–308N), the AHT change overcompensates

the OHT change, while in the extratropics the AHT

change undercompensates the OHT change (Fig. 6b).

Themain reason is that in the tropics theOHT change in

the Indo-Pacific partially offsets the OHT change in the

Atlantic (Fig. 6d). In stage I, the HC change (Fig. 5b)

results in a northward anomalous AHT in both hemi-

spheres throughout the year (Fig. 6b). The wind-driven

Indo-Pacific STC changes in phase with the HC (Fig. 5d)

(Held 2001), as does the OHT in the Indo-Pacific

(Fig. 6d). The weakened northward OHT in the Atlan-

tic is compensated by both AHT and the enhanced

northward OHT in the Indo-Pacific. This compensation

structure (Figs. 6b,d) suggests that the AMOC plays a

critical role in the global energy balance. The AHT and

OHT changes in stage II are nearly symmetric to the

changes in stage I, suggesting that Earth’s overall energy

balance can be recovered under the freshwater pertur-

bation. Here, we want to emphasize that the OHT and

AHT in Fig. 6 are calculated directly from the VT ap-

proach (using velocity–potential temperature fields;

Yang et al. 2015a), instead of indirectly using the heat

flux budgets at the ocean surface and the TOA. This

assures the independence of AHT and OHT. The ocean

heat storage change (Fig. 4) appears to beweak and does

not cause the failure of BJC.

In summary, under freshwater perturbation there are

two compensations in the MHT: compensation between

the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific, and that between the At-

lantic and the atmosphere. The Indo-Pacific OHT change

FIG. 4. (a) Temporal evolution of global ocean temperature (8C)
in FW01. Black, blue, and red curves are for the ocean temperature

changes averaged globally and for the Southern Hemisphere (SH)

and Northern Hemisphere (NH), respectively. (b)–(d) The zonal-

mean temperature responses (8C) in stage I of FW01 for the global

ocean, the Atlantic, and the Pacific, respectively. (e)–(g) As in

(b)–(d), but for stage II of FW01.
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can compensate the Atlantic OHT change by about

30%–50% in the tropics (Fig. 6d). The overcompensation

of the AHT to the global OHT results from the read-

justment of the wind-driven circulation in the Indo-

Pacific. In fact, the compensation between the AHT

and Atlantic OHT is excellent in the tropics, as shown by

the red curves in Fig. 6b and the blue curves in Fig. 6d.

As we have done in Dai et al. (2017), the overall

compensation between AHT and OHT can be quan-

tified as the BJC rate CR 5 r(sFa
/sFo

) (Zhao et al.

2016), where r is the correlation coefficient between

AHT and OHT over all latitudes; sFa
and sFo

are

standard deviations of AHT and OHT, respectively,

with respect to the latitudes. Having only negative

correlation (r, 0) suggests a compensation, and the

degree of BJC is determined by both the correlation

and the ratio of the standard deviations of AHT and

OHT. If correlation is low (r/ 0), there will be no

meaningful compensation. Naturally, positive corre-

lation (r$ 0) suggests no compensation.

In general, the AHT change compensates the OHT

change nearly perfectly in the freshwater experiments if

all latitudes are considered. The BJC is quantified in

Table 1. The global overall BJC rate is 20.97 in stage I

and 21.11 in stage II. However, in the tropics the AHT

overcompensates the OHT by about 20% in stage I and by

50% in stage II. In the extratropics, the AHT under-

compensates the OHT by about 40% in both stages I and

II. In fact, the overcompensation in the tropics is due to the

Indo-Pacific OHT change as mentioned before, which can

offset the Atlantic OHT change by about 30%–50%

(Table 1). The AHT change can actually compensate the

Atlantic OHT change by about 90%.

Under freshwater perturbation, the BJC occurs not

only in the equilibrium stage but also during the

transient stage (Fig. 7). The compensation situations

are different at different latitudes. Figure 7 shows the

transient changes in AHT and OHT and their parti-

tions in the Atlantic and Indo-Pacific. In the extra-

tropical NH (308–708N), the AHT undercompensates

the OHT because the Atlantic determines the global

total OHT (Fig. 7a). The extratropical OHT change in

the Indo-Pacific is negligible. The extratropical AHT

change, mainly due to the change in eddy activities

FIG. 5. (a) Temporal evolutions of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC, black), the Indo-Pacific subtropical cell

(STC, blue), and the Hadley cell (HC, red) in FW01. (b)–(d) Annual-mean patterns of HC, AMOC, and STC in the CTRL (contours) and

their changes in stage I of FW01 (shading), respectively. In (a), theAMOC index is defined as themaximum value of the streamfunction in

the range of 08–108C isothermal level over 208–708N in theAtlantic. The Indo-Pacific STC is similarly defined, but in the range of 208–308C
over 08–308N for the north branch of STC (solid blue) and over 308S–08 for the south branch (dashed blue). The HC index is defined as the

maximum value between 200–1000 hPa over 08–308N (north branch; solid red) and 308S–08 (south branch; dashed red). All indexes

are normalized by their time-mean values in the CTRL, which are 21, 39, and 93 Sv for the AMOC, STC and HC, respectively. Here,

1 Sv 5 106m3 s21 for the ocean and 1 Sv 5 109 kg s21 for the atmosphere. In (a), all curves are smoothed with an 11-yr running mean.
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(figure not shown), is not strong enough to offset the

OHT change. In the tropics (308S–308N), both

changes in AHT and wind-driven OHT are strong and

they jointly produce a good compensation between

the AHT and OHT (Fig. 7b). In the extratropical SH

(308–708S), the AHT compensates the OHT very well

during the freshwater hosing stage, but significantly

overcompensates the OHT during the ceased fresh-

water hosing stage (Fig. 7c). In any cases, the BJC

occurs very well at the decadal and longer time scales.

The main large-scale processes under freshwater per-

turbation are summarized in Fig. 8. It is plausible that

the BJC can be well understood from the viewpoint of

large-scale circulation changes. However, several questions

remain. For instance, what are the intrinsic mechanisms

determining different compensation structures in different

latitudes?Why does the AHT undercompensate the OHT

in the extratropical NH under freshwater forcing? How

does the extratropical NH maintain its regional energy

balance, since it loses (gains) more energy through the

OHTbut gains (loses) less energy through theAHTduring

stage I (stage II)? These questions cannot be answered by

only looking at the ocean–atmosphere circulation changes,

even in a qualitative way. In our previous studies (Liu et al.

2016; Yang et al. 2016b), we proposed in a simple energy

balance model that the BJC is intrinsically determined by

the local climate feedback between surface temperature

and the net radiation flux at the TOA. Thismechanismwill

be investigated next using the coupled experiments.

4. Climate feedback and energy balance

a. Principles

The occurrence of BJC results from the constraint of

global energy conservation. This was first proposed by

Bjerknes (1964). Mathematically, the Bjerknes hypoth-

esis can be expressed simply as follows:

FIG. 6. (a) AHT (red) and global total OHT (blue) in CTRL, and (b) their changes in FW01. Units: PW. The

global totalOHT in (a) and its change in (b) can be further partitioned into (c)OHT in theAtlantic (blue) and Indo-

Pacific (green) and (d) their changes. In (b) and (d), solid curves are for stage I and dashed curves, for stage II. In all

plots, thick curves represent 200-yr-mean values; light color curves are for individual years, but smoothed with an

11-yr running mean. The light colors show qualitatively the spread of each variable at decadal and longer time

scales. The overall BJC rates are 20.97 and21.11 in stages I and II of FW01, respectively. The Indo-Pacific OHT

change compensates the Atlantic OHT by 30% and 50% in stages I and II, respectively.

TABLE 1. BJC rate [CR [ r(sFa
/sFo

)] in freshwater perturbation experiments.

FW01

rsFa
/sFo

rsFPac
/sFAtl

(308S–308N) rsFa
/sFAtl

(308S–308N)Global Tropics (308S–308N) Extratropics (308N/8S poleward)

Stage I 20.97 21.20 20.54 20.30 20.86

Stage II 21.11 21.51 20.61 20.50 20.90
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where DFa and DFo are anomalous AHT and OHT,

respectively. Without changes in energy flux at the TOA

and ocean storage, the energy conservation for a given

atmosphere–ocean box requires perfect compensation

between inflowing AHT and outflowing OHT and vice

versa. However, in amore general case, the TOA is not a

rigid lid and there is always climate feedback between

the energy flux at the TOA and surface temperature.

We have proposed that the local climate feedback

determines the extent of BJC (Liu et al. 2016; Yang et al.

2016b). Then, Eq. (1) can be revised conceptually:

DF
a
1DF

o
5DFB

toa 0DF
a
5DFB

toa 2DF
o
, (2)

where DFB
toa is net heat flux change at the TOA due to

climate feedback B. The relative changes between AHT

andOHT are actually determined by the climate feedback.

Equation (2) still represents an energy conservation sys-

tem, without considering the ocean heat storage change.

Note that both the sign and the magnitude of climate

feedback B are critical to the ratio DFa/DFo. Equation (2)

implies big uncertainties to the BJC. For a very strong

positive feedback (B � 0), DFa and DFo can be the same

sign and the BJC would fail (Yang et al. 2016b). On the

other hand, for a very strong negative feedback (B �
o/ jDFB

toaj � 0) the BJC would also fail technically since

the BJC rate DFa/DFo / 0 or ‘. This means any local

energy imbalance can be damped locally in the vertical

through the TOA. Of course, B5 0/DFB
toa 5 0, and

Eq. (2) is reduced to the Bjerknes hypothesis Eq. (1).

As inDai et al. (2017), theoretically the BJC rate at the

latitude boundary in a two-box system can be formulated

as

C
R
[

DF
a

DF
o

52
1

12B
1
B

2
[(B

1
1B

2
)x]21

. (3)

Equation (3) explicitly states that CR is independent

of the mean climate, changes in temperature and sa-

linity, and the heat transports themselves. It is only

determined by the local climate feedback parameters

Bi, and the AHT coefficient x. In a stable climate system,

Bi , 0 usually, representing an overall negative climate

feedback; therefore, CR is always negative (CR , 0), or

the changes in AHT and OHT always compensate each

other. Since x is always positive and less uncertain (North

1975; Marotzke and Stone 1995), we will focus on Bi in

this paper.

FIG. 7. Temporal evolutions of AHT (red), global total OHT

(blue), AtlanticOHT (light blue), and Indo-PacificOHT (green) in

FW01 averaged in different latitude bands, for (a) 308–708N,

(b) 308S–308N, and (c) 308–708S. Units: PW. During years 0–400,

the heat transport changes are relative to the mean values of

CTRL. During years 401–1200, the heat transport changes are

relative to the mean values in stage I of FW01. All curves are

smoothed with an 11-yr running mean.

FIG. 8. Schematic diagram showing the main processes that are responsible for the com-

pensation change betweenAHT andOHT. The upward (downward) arrows represent increase

(decrease). NA: the North Atlantic; AMOC: the Atlantic MOC; STC: the subtropical cell; HC:

the Hadley cell; OHT (AHT): the ocean (atmosphere) heat transport. dT/dy represents the

northward SST gradient.
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The BJC depicted in Eqs. (1)–(3) is illustrated in Fig. 9,

which shows conceptually how the energy balance at the

TOA and the climate feedback determine the BJC at the

box boundary (Latitude-1 in Fig.9) in a two-box system.

If one local climate feedback is zero (B1 or B2 5 0),

the AHT will perfectly compensate the OHT

(DFa 52DFo, CR 521). This is the situation of Eq. (1).

If the local negative climate feedback is extremely strong,

any local heat imbalance will be effectively damped locally

and theBJCwill fail technically (B1 or B2 /‘, CR / 0).

In common cases, the climate feedbacks are not zero

(B1, B2 6¼ 0) and the relative magnitudes of DFa and DFo

at the box boundary in a two-box system are deter-

mined by the net heat flux at the TOA (DFB
toa), which, in

turn, is determined by the climate feedback in the two

boxes (Fig. 9). So, the climate feedback plays a critical

role in the energy balance for a regional box. It can be

positive or negative (in a reasonable range), resulting

in overcompensation (jCRj. 1) or undercompensation

(jCRj, 1). Equation (3) provides a theoretical explanation

for different BJC behaviors in various modeling studies

(e.g., Kang et al. 2008, 2009; Vellinga and Wu 2008;

Enderton and Marshall 2009; Vallis and Farneti 2009;

Zhang et al. 2010; Farneti andVallis 2013; Yang et al. 2013;

Seo et al. 2014).

In a more common situation when the ocean heat

storage change is considered, however, the energy bal-

ance in a local air–sea box is expressed by

DF
a
1DF

o
5DFB

toa 1DH
S
0DF

a
5DFB

toa 1DH
S
2DF

o
,

(4)

where DFS is the local ocean heat storage change. Equa-

tion (4) states that there could be no OHT change (i.e., no

BJC) if local ocean energy gain (loss) through the surface is

completely used to change the ocean heat storage. This

would occur in climate variability at short time scales or in a

transient stage of climate change. However, Fig. 7 shows

that theBJC is also valid in the transient stage of freshwater

forcing. Even during the quasi-equilibrium state, the heat

storage change is not zero (Fig. 4) but the BJC is well es-

tablished (Fig. 6). Therefore, it will be very interesting to

see how the BJC predicted by Eq. (3) is modified quanti-

tatively in the presence of ocean heat storage change.

b. Climate feedbacks at different latitudes

At most latitudes, there are good linear relationships

between changes in radiation flux at the TOA and surface

temperature. This suggests a very stable climate feedback

during both the transient and equilibrium stages of

freshwater forcing. Figure 10 is the scatterplot for the ra-

diation flux change versus the SAT change for the whole

1200 years. Simple linear regression is used to determine

the feedbacks related to the net SW, LW, and cloud radi-

ative forcing (CRF) at the TOA. A similar approach was

used in Rose and Marshall (2009). The CRF is calculated

from the all-sky SW (LW) minus the clear-sky SW (LW),

representing the integrated cloud effect on SW (LW). The

regression coefficient represents the climate feedback,

shown as the slope of each straight line in Fig. 10. Readers

who are interested in the patterns of net SW,LW, andCRF

changes, as well as the changes of low and high clouds, can

refer to the appendix.

In the extratropical NH, there is an overall negative

feedback between the net heat flux and SAT (Fig. 10a).

This negative feedback ismainly due to the strong negative

feedback related to the LW and surface temperature

(Fig. 10d), which overcomes the strong positive feedback

related to the SW (Fig. 10b). The strong cooling (warming)

in the extratropical NH in stage I (stage II) results in sig-

nificant reductions (increases) in both the outgoing LW

and net incoming SW (Figs. A1 and A2 in the appendix).

The feedbacks related to the SW CRF (Fig. 10c) and LW

CRF (Fig. 10e) show opposite signs to the total SW and

LW feedback, suggesting that other processes (such like

sea ice) dominate the total SW and LW feedback there

(see detailed discussions in the appendix).

In the tropical NH, there is an overall positive feed-

back between the net heat flux and SAT (Fig. 10f). This

positive feedback is also due to the strong positive LW

feedback (Fig. 10i), which in turn results from theLWCRF

(Fig. 10j). The clouds play an important role in changing

FIG. 9. Schematic diagram showing the BJC mechanism. The

energy is conserved for each atmosphere and ocean box. The

horizontal arrows represent the anomalous heat transports across

the latitude boundary of ocean–atmosphere box, and the vertical

arrows represent the anomalous heat fluxes at the ocean surface

and the TOA. DFa and DFo represent anomalous AHT and OHT,

respectively. B1 and B2 represent climate feedbacks in regional

boxes. In a two-box situation, the BJC at latitude-1 is determined

by the climate feedbacks B1 and B2 as formulated in Eq. (3).

[Reproduced from Fig. 7a of Dai et al. (2017)].
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the net radiative flux in the tropics. Both the SW CRF

and LW CRF show similar patterns with the total SW

and LW forcing (Figs. A1e,f). The total SW and LW

feedbacks are entirely determined by the CRF feed-

backs (Figs. 10g,h and Figs. 10i,j, respectively). The

negative SWCRF feedback is mainly due to the change

in the low clouds (Fig. A1h). The cooling in the NH

reduces the convection in the deep tropics, resulting in

less low clouds and less SW reflected back to the space.

The positive LW CRF feedback is associated with the

high cloud change (Fig. A1i). The NH cooling (SH

warming) decreases (increases) the deep convection in

the NH (SH) deep tropics, resulting in a significant

reduction (increase) in high clouds, which in turn en-

hances (reduces) the outgoing LW and leads to TOA

radiation changes. These processes have been in-

vestigated in detail in Zhang et al. (2010).

In the tropical and extratropical SH, the feedback situa-

tions are roughly symmetric to those in theNH(Figs. 10k–t).

One exception occurs in SW CRF in the extratropical SH

(Fig. 10r), which does not affect the net SW feedback. In

summary, we see that climate feedbacks at most latitudes

are very stable in response to freshwater perturbation, re-

gardless of the freshwater hosing period (red lines in

Fig. 10) or recovering period (blue lines in Fig. 10), or of the

transient stage or the equilibrium stage. The climate feed-

back parameters diagnosed in Fig. 10 can be brought into

Eq. (3), to calculate the BJC theoretically in a complex

Earth system. By comparing with the BJC rate obtained

directly from model output of MHT, one can better

FIG. 10. Scatterplots for radiation flux change (y axis) vs SAT change (x axis). Red plus signs indicate for individual years during years

1–400, including the transient period and equilibrium stage (stage I) under freshwater hosing; blue pluses, for individual years during years

401–1200, including transient period and stage II after freshwater hosing ceased. The solid lines are linear regression lines of the scatter

dots, in which positive (negative) slope represents positive (negative) climate feedback (units: Wm22 K21). From the upper to lower

panels, the values are averaged over 308–708N, 08–308N, 308S–08, and 708–308S, respectively.
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understand the fundamental mechanisms of the BJC in a

complex system, assess the validity of theoretical BJC, and

further estimate to what extent the BJC can be affected by

ocean energy imbalance as shown in Eq. (4).

c. Energy balance and BJC in FW01

Now, let us use the two-box conceptual model (Fig. 9)

and Eq. (3) to understand the roles of local energy con-

servation and climate feedback in the BJC in FW01. To

better discuss the regional energy balance and climate

feedback, regional boundaries need to be set first. To be

consistent, 308N/S and the equator are again selected to

focus on the tropics and extratropics, as well as the in-

terhemispheric contrast. As we have done in Dai et al.

(2017), here we want to emphasize that the boundary se-

lection is arbitrary, which can be along any latitude. For any

given regional box, energy should be balanced in an equi-

librium state. For an atmosphere box, its energy budget

consists of heat fluxes from the (ocean and land) surface

and the TOA, as well as the meridional AHT across the

selected latitudes. For an ocean box, its energy budget

consists of heat fluxes across the ocean surface, the me-

ridional OHT across the selected latitudes, and the ocean

heat storage change.

Energy budget terms in FW01 are illustrated in

Figs. 11 and 12. All values have an error bar of60.02PW,

which is estimated as one standard deviation of MHT

based on Figs. 6b and 6d. First of all, there is an energy

surplus of about 0.10 PW manifested at the TOA

(Fig. 11a) and the ocean surface (Fig. 11c) in stage I.

This energy gain results from less outgoing LW and less

latent heat loss from the ocean surface in response to

the surface cooling in the NH. It is used to increase the

ocean storage in the subsurface as shown in Fig. 4. We

estimate that this 0.10-PW energy imbalance corre-

sponds to about 0.2Wm22 radiative flux imbalance at

the TOA, which is in fact insignificant to the global

energy balance. The terms DFa and DFo across the

equator and 308N are plotted in Figs. 11 and 12 as thick

red and blue arrows, respectively. The net MHT change,

DFt 5 jDFaj2 jDFoj, shows an overcompensation in the

tropics and SH and undercompensation in the extra-

tropical NH (Fig. 11b).

The overcompensation in the tropics in stage I, which

is particularly clear at the equator, is due to the strong

overall positive feedback in the SH (black bar in the left

cluster, Fig. 11d). This is consistent with the prediction

by Eq. (3). The AHT overcompensates the OHT by

about 40% at the equator. In the SH, the weak surface

warming (Fig. 11d) is further enhanced by the net

downward radiation flux (Fig. 11a). That is, a strong

positive feedback occurs there. In the NH, the overall

radiation flux change is neutral, and so is the overall

feedback (black bar in the right cluster), regardless of

the strong surface cooling. In response to the weakened

AMOC, the NH ocean gains about 0.34 PW through

the surface by reducing surface LW and latent heat loss

(Fig. 11d), in which about 0.09 PW energy is used

to increase ocean heat storage, and the remaining

0.25 PW is transported to the SH across the equator.

The NH atmosphere loses 0.34 PW of energy to the

ocean and it is hardly made up by the energy gain at the

TOA; therefore, strong AHT across the equator is

needed to maintain the NH energy balance, resulting in

overcompensation. This overcompensation can also be

understood based on the energy balance in the SH. The

SH ocean gains and exports 0.23 PW to the atmosphere.

Because of the positive feedback in the SH, the SH

atmosphere gains another 0.12 PW from the TOA.

These two energy gains have to be exported to the NH

to maintain the SH energy balance, resulting in over-

compensation at the equator.

The energy balance situations in the two hemispheres in

stage II are similar to those in stage I, but with opposite signs

(Figs. 11e–h). Note that the 0.1-PWocean energy gain in the

NH in stage I is completely released to the atmosphere in

stage II (Figs. 11g and h). Similar strong overcompensation

occurs in the tropics, due to the strong positive feedback in

the SH (black bar in the left cluster, Fig. 11h). The global

overall feedback is also shown in Figs. 11d and 11h (bars in

the middle cluster). In stage I (Fig. 11d), the global overall

feedback is negative. The global-mean SAT change is

about 20.308C, while there is a net energy gain of about

0.10 PW at the TOA. This negative feedback is mainly at-

tributed to the negative LW change (red bar in the middle

cluster). On global average, the SW CRF (cyan bar in the

middle cluster) plays a role similar to that of LW. In stage II

(Fig. 11h), however, the global overall climate feedback is

strongly positive, because the global-mean SAT change in

this stage is negative and very small (20.118C), and the net

energy loss at the TOA is big (20.10PW). The latter is due

to the energy release of ocean storage in stage I, in associ-

ation with the climate recovery after the freshwater hosing

stops. The small global surface cooling occurs because the

NH warming is counteracted by the strong surface cooling

in the Southern Ocean. The latter is in turn caused by the

strong positive sea ice–albedo feedback.

The undercompensation in the extratropical NH can be

similarly understood based on the two-box approach

(Fig. 12). In stage I, the AHT undercompensates the OHT

by about 20% at 308N (Figs. 12b,d), which is due to the

overall negative feedback in this region (black bar in the

right cluster), because the strong surface cooling results in

less outgoing LW at the TOA (Fig. 12a). Note that DFo

across 308N is about 0.32PW equatorward (Fig. 12d), in

response to the weakened AMOC. The ocean gains about
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0.36PW through the surface by reducing surface LW and

latent heat loss (Fig. 12d). There is about a 0.04-PW ocean

heat storage increase due to the interior ocean warming.

The reduced outgoing LW at the TOA can partially offset

the atmosphere heat loss (to the ocean). The remaining

energy needed to maintain the atmosphere energy balance

comes from the northward DFa. We see that DFa under-

compensates DFo because the atmosphere does not need

exactly 0.36PWof energy from low latitudes, and part of its

energy loss can bemade up by the energy gain at the TOA

(0.08PW), which is in turn determined by the negative

feedback in the extratropical NH (Fig. 12d). In stage II, the

AHT undercompensates the OHT by about 10%

(Figs. 12f,h). The energy balance situations are similar to

those in stage I, and we will not discuss them further.

Similar analysis on the overcompensation in the

extratropical SH can be made easily following the same

approach, and we will not repeat the discussion (not

shown). In general, energy is balanced for every lati-

tude box within the error bar (60.02 PW), when taking

into account of ocean heat storage change. Also, how

the AHT compensates the OHT depends on the cli-

mate feedback. In particular, the sign of climate feed-

back is critical to the behaviors of BJC. The regional

feedbacks are obtained based on Figs. A1 and A2. The

undercompensation across 308N is due to the overall

negative feedback in the extratropical NH (black bar in

the right cluster, Figs. 12d,h). As discussed in the ap-

pendix, the strong negative LW feedback (red bar in

the right cluster) dominates over the strong positive

FIG. 11. Interhemispheric energy budget and BJC at the equator in FW01. (a) The net flux change at the TOA. (b) The netMHT change

DFt, which is plotted only when DFa and DFo have different signs. (c) The net heat flux change at the ocean surface. (d) Zonally averaged

DSAT (8C, shade curve). In (a) and (c), the fluxes (Wm22) have been converted to PW by multiplying the areas for easy comparison with

MHT, and the values show area-integrated outgoing (blue) and incoming (red) energy over the SH and NH, respectively. In (b) and (d),

the arrows and values show the direction and magnitude of DFa and DFo across the equator, respectively. In (a)–(c), the solid thick black

curves represent 200-yr-mean values; the light gray curves are for individual years, but smoothed with the 11-yr running mean. The light

gray curves show qualitatively the spread of each variable at decadal and longer time scales. Note that all the values have an error bar of

60.02 PW. The color bars in (d) show climate feedback (Wm22 K21) in the SH (left cluster), the NH (right cluster) and globally (middle

cluster), which are obtained by dividing the regional area-weighted heat flux by area-weighted DSAT. Different color bars represent

climate feedbacks by different processes. The positive (negative) value represents positive (negative) climate feedback. The positive red

(negative blue) number in the box shows the ocean heat storage increase (decrease) in that ocean box.
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SW feedback (green bar), resulting in an overall neg-

ative feedback of about 20.30Wm22K21 (black bar).

The feedbacks related to LW CRF (magnetic red bar)

and SW CRF (cyan bar) are positive and negative, re-

spectively, and they tend to offset the total LW and

SW effect.

Based on the climate feedbacks shown in Figs. 11 and 12,

the theoretical CRtheory can be estimated using Eq. (3)

(Table 2). The model CRmodel([DFa/DFo) across 308N/S

and the equator can also be easily obtained based onmodel

output. Although it is based on a highly simplified box

model by Yang et al. (2016b), CRtheory is mostly consistent

with CRmodel, implying that the intrinsic mechanism of BJC

is captured by the theory, which in turn sheds light on the

BJC in amore complex system.However, the inconsistency

between theory and model is also obvious. For example,

CRmodel across 308S shows overcompensation in both

stages I and II, whereas CRtheory shows a weak under-

compensation. On the other hand, CRmodel across 308N
shows a weak undercompensation in both stages I and II,

whileCRtheory shows a strong overcompensation, due to the

overall positive feedback in the region south of 308N.These

inconsistencies are actually expected because of ocean heat

storage change based on Eq. (4). We have verified in an-

other set of coupled model experiments that CRmodel and

CRtheory are qualitatively consistent at any latitudes (Dai

et al. 2017). In an equilibrium state without ocean heat

storage change, CRmodel should also be intrinsically de-

termined by the climate feedback, although the extent of

overcompensation (undercompensation) suggested by

CRmodel and CRtheory can be slightly different.

5. Summary and discussion

The fundamental mechanism of BJC in a coupled

Earth system is investigated in detail through fresh-

water perturbation experiments. This work focuses

on the roles of energy balance and local climate

feedback. Consistent with the theoretical studies of

Liu et al. (2016) and Yang et al. (2016b), we confirm

in this work that the energy constraint in a coupled

system is a necessary condition for the occurrence

of BJC, and the local climate feedback deter-

mines the extent of the BJC occurrence. Different

FIG. 12. As in Fig. 11, but for BJC across 308N. In (a) and (c), the values show area-integrated outgoing (blue) and incoming (red) energy

over 908–308S and 308–908N, respectively. In (b) and (d), the arrows and values show the direction and magnitude of DFa and DFo across

308N, respectively. The color bars in (d) show climate feedbacks averaged within 908S–308N (left cluster) and 308–908N (right cluster).
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compensation scenarios at different latitudes are due

to different local climate feedbacks. Ocean heat

storage change can affect the extent of BJC signifi-

cantly, but will not change the BJC itself, even during

the transient stage of climate change, as long as the

total energy of the Earth system does not vary too

much. Here we would also like to emphasize that the

validity of BJC requires involvement of both atmo-

sphere and ocean dynamics, and that meaningful BJC

is only established at decadal and longer time scales

(Zhao et al. 2016).

The compensation between theOHT in theAtlantic and

that in the Indo-Pacific is clearly observed in the freshwater

perturbation experiments. During the freshwater hosing

stage, the weakened Atlantic OHT can be partially com-

pensated by the enhanced Indo-Pacific OHT. The latter is

caused by the enhanced HC in response to the enhanced

meridional temperature gradient in the NH, which in turn

is a result of weakened AMOC. It is the response in the

Indo-Pacific that alleviates the global OHT change, and

ultimately results in the overcompensation of the AHT to

the OHT in the tropics. The concurrent changes between

the HC and the Indo-Pacific OHT are consistent with the

framework proposed in Held (2001), and can be well un-

derstood in the framework of wind-driven circulation, in

which the ocean circulation is forced by the atmosphere.

One more caveat is that although in principle we think the

BJC works regardless of the location of the freshwater

forcing applied, we are still very interested in the detailed

responses in different freshwater situation, such as fresh-

water hosing in the North Pacific, along the equator, or in

the Southern Oceans. We are working on this issue and

hope to provide more insightful conclusions in the

near future.

As we have emphasized in Dai et al. (2017), the BJC

suggests an intrinsic connection between the radiative

flux at the TOA and ocean circulations. In this work, we

further show the critical role of the ocean thermohaline

circulation in regulating the global energy balance on

decadal and longer time scales, by modulating local

climate feedbacks. This work pays special attention to

the roles of clouds. Low (high) clouds in different re-

gions lead to different feedbacks (positive or negative),

which can enhance or weaken the local surface response

and thus local energy imbalance, modulating the BJC to

some extent.

The conclusions in this work are generally consis-

tent with previous studies (e.g., Vellinga and Wu

2008; Yang et al. 2013). However, the BJC mecha-

nism proposed in this work is different from others.

We want to emphasize that the BJC at certain lati-

tude is determined by the climate feedbacks over the

nearby regions, based on the two-box model illus-

trated in Fig. 9, instead of a heat budget at these

latitudes (Vellinga and Wu 2008). In addition, pre-

vious studies showed that cloud feedback could make

the tropical response much stronger, amplifying the

impact on the shift of the tropical convection zone,

weakening the compensation degree of the AHT and

OHT (Kang et al. 2008; Zhang et al. 2010). However, in

this work we notice that although the cloud feedback

related to the LW and SW in the tropics is strong and

dominates the total LWand SW feedbacks, the net cloud

feedback is weak due to the cancelation of the positive

LW cloud feedback and negative SW cloud feedback. It

is still not obvious how the cloud feedback affects the

BJC in the Earth climate system. This issue is being in-

vestigated in our ongoing research.

This work is a part of our series of studies on BJC in

the Earth climate system (Yang and Dai 2015; Dai

et al. 2017; Zhao et al. 2016). So far, we have examined

the roles of energy conservation and local climate

feedback in the BJC in the wind perturbation experi-

ments (Dai et al. 2017) and freshwater experiments.

We are investigating the BJC under global warming in

the Earth system model. Although our theoretical

TABLE 2. Climate feedbacks related to different physical processes in three sensitivity experiments (units:Wm22 K21) and theBjerknes

compensation rate (CR). ForCR on the equator,CRmodel 5DFa/DFo and it is calculated using the values on the equator in Fig. 12.CRtheory is

obtained using Eq. (3), where B1 and B2 are the net mean climate feedbacks in the SH and NH, respectively (Yang et al. 2016b). For

global overall CR, CRmodel is the same as that in Table 1 and CRtheory 52[1/(12B/2x)], where B is the global overall negative feedback.

Here, x5 1:5Wm22 K21, based on previous studies (Marotzke and Stone 1995; Yang et al. 2015b). Note that x can be within a range of

0:52 3:0Wm22 K21 (North 1975), which would not change CR qualitatively. Negative (positive) values represent negative (positive)

feedback. The feedback value has an error of about 60.01Wm22 K21.

FW01 Global SH NH 908–308S 308S–908N 908S–308N 308–908N

Stage I Net climate feedback 20.63 0.89 0.08 20.11 20.41 0.18 20.30

CRmodel 20.97 21.36 21.07 20.88

CRtheory 20.83 21.05 20.95 21.43

Stage II Net climate feedback 1.96 0.66 0.35 0.38 20.09 0.16 20.28

CRmodel 21.11 21.90 22.0 20.90

CRtheory 22.88 21.18 20.85 21.33
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study showed that the BJC will fail under greenhouse

gas forcing because of the violation of global energy

conservation (Yang et al. 2016b), it remains uncertain

in a coupled complex model. Our preliminary results

show that the BJC can be still valid to some extent

under the global warming, if the freshwater perturba-

tion caused by atmospheric heating dominates the

change in ocean thermohaline circulation. Under the

present-day global warming rate, we still expect that

the BJC plays a stabilizing role in containing Earth’s

climate shift. How would the climate feedbacks in a

warming climate adjust to assure the occurrence of

BJC? Is there a threshold of global warming rate be-

yond which the BJC would completely fail? We are

seeking answers to these questions.
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APPENDIX

Radiation Flux at the Top of Atmosphere, Clouds,
and Cloud Radiative Forcing

To better understand the BJC in the freshwater per-

turbation experiments reported in this study, the radia-

tion flux balance at the TOA is examined here.

Figure A1 shows components of net heat flux changes

at the TOA in stage I of FW01. The CRF deserves

special attention here, which is calculated from the

all-sky SW (LW) minus the clear-sky SW (LW), rep-

resenting the integrated cloud effect on SW and LW.

To help understand CRF, anomalous low-cloud (p .
680 hPa) and anomalous high-cloud (p , 440 hPa)

variables (as defined in Zhang et al. 2010) are also

plotted.

The net TOA radiation flux change shows an energy

loss (gain) over the ocean (land and sea ice) in the NH

(Fig. A1a). This suggests an overall positive (negative)

FIG. A1. Climate changes in stage I of FW01. (a) Net radiation flux change (Wm22), (b) net SW change, (c) net LW change at the TOA,

(d) net cloud radiation forcing (CRF) (Wm22), (e) SW CRF, (f) LW CRF, (g) surface air temperature (SAT) change (8C), (h) low-cloud
change, and (i) high-cloud change (unit: %). The CRF is calculated from the all-sky SW (LW) minus the clear-sky SW (LW). In the

radiation flux plots, negative value represents radiation loss (outgoing) and positive value represents heat gain (incoming) at the TOA.

The SAT cooling (warming) over the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere is about 21.148C (0.548C).
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climate feedback over the ocean (land and sea ice),

given the strong cooling in the NH (about 21.148C)
(Fig. A1g). The TOA energy loss over the ocean is

mainly due to the reduction in the net incoming SW in

the extratropics (Fig. A1b) and the increase in the

outgoing LW in the tropics (Fig. A1c). The positive

radiation flux change in the NH polar latitudes is due

to positive LW change, suggesting a negative climate

feedback over the region. The ocean energy loss occurs

mainly in the North Atlantic, in association with strong

cooling in SST. The net TOA radiation flux change

over the SH shows a weak uniform energy loss (gain) in

the extratropics (tropics), suggesting an overall nega-

tive (positive) climate feedback in the extratropics

(tropics). This pattern is dominated by the LW change

in the SH.

Cloud plays an important role in net radiative flux in

the middle to low latitudes (between 508S and 508N). In

this region, both SW CF and LW CRF show similar

patterns as the total SW and LW forcing (Figs. A1e,f).

Specifically, over the midlatitude ocean the negative

SW CRF (Fig. A1e) dominates the SW change

(Fig. A1b), and thus the net flux change (Fig. A1a).

This is particularly clear over the midlatitude Atlantic.

This SW CRF change is mainly due to the increase in

low cloud coverage (Fig. A1h). The cooling in the NH

reduces the deep convection in the North Atlantic,

resulting in more stratus clouds, which reflects more

SW back to the space. The low clouds there play

an important role in the positive feedback in SST change

(i.e., SSTY / low cloud [/ SWY / SSTY). This pro-
cess was investigated in detail in Zhang et al. (2010). Over

the tropical ocean, the LWCRF (Fig. A1f) dominates the

LW change (Fig. A1c), and thus the net flux change

(Fig. A1a). This is associated with high-cloud change

(Fig. A1i). The NH cooling (SH warming) decreases (in-

creases) the deep convection in theNH (SH) deep tropics,

resulting in a significant reduction (increase) in high cloud

coverage, which in turn enhances (reduces) the outgoing

LW and thus the TOA energy loss. Now, it is the high

cloud coverage in the tropics that plays an important role

in the positive feedback in SST change (i.e., SSTY/ high

cloud Y/ outgoing LW[ / net LW Y / SSTY).
In the high latitudes (poleward of 508N/S), the SW

CRF and LW CRF show opposite signs from the total

SW and LW forcing, suggesting that other processes

FIG. A2. As in Fig. A1, but for stage II of FW01. The SAT warming (cooling) over the Northern (Southern) Hemisphere is about

0.938C (21.158C).
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(such as sea ice) dominate the change in total SW and

LW. For example, the decrease in low cloud coverage

over the Bering Sea of the Pacific and over the Labrador

Sea and Greenland–Iceland–Norwegian (GIN) Seas

of the Atlantic (Fig. A1h) results in positive SW CRF

(Fig. A1e), while the total SW change is negative

(Fig. A1b), suggesting that the latter is due to en-

hanced sea ice reflection. The sea ice–albedo posi-

tive feedback relative to the SW dominates over the

low-cloud negative feedback in terms of SW CRF.

However, at the same time the decreases in both low

cloud and high cloud over the same region result in

more outgoing LW (Fig. A1f) since the temperature

at the top of cloud is lower than the SST. This is a

positive feedback between SST and clouds, in terms

of LW CRF. The net LW change at the TOA is

positive over the high latitudes (Fig. A1c), suggest-

ing that the significant SST cooling directly causes

strong reduction in the outgoing LW from the sur-

face. This is a negative feedback, and overwhelms

the positive cloud feedback (Fig. A1f) and stabilizes

the SST change. In summary, in the high latitudes

over the GIN Seas and Bering Sea, the sea ice–

albedo–SST–SW positive feedback dominates over

the SST–LW negative feedback, whereas over the

Arctic, the Greenland and Euro-Asia continent the

SST–LW negative feedback dominates.

A general positive feedback is observed over the

ocean regardless of the mechanisms at work. This posi-

tive feedback is particularly clear in the North Atlantic,

which plays a critical role in the rapid shutdown of the

AMOC during freshwater hosing. It is also responsible

for the rapid recovering and overshooting of the AMOC

(Fig. 5a) once the freshwater hosing stops. Figure A2

shows the heat flux change at the TOA in stage II of

FW01. We can see that all variables have opposite

signs to those in stage I. Consistent with Fig. A1, similar

conclusions can be obtained based on Fig. A2. Here, we

want to emphasize that in both stages there is a negative

feedback between the SAT and the TOA net radiation

flux over the land and polar region, which should be

stronger than the positive feedback over the ocean and

ultimately stabilize the global climate.
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